From: "Australian Opal Mines (Murray)" <murray@australianopalmines.com>
Date: August 11, 2011 12:20:13 AM EDT
To: "Heather BAKER (work)" <heather@australianopalmines.com>
Subject: Shell Pendant OFFER 11 Aug 2011
Today we are going to offer you some inexpensive opalised sea shells, some have
been drilled so that you can put a wire choker or cord straight through the hole and
wear it as a pendant without having any costs of setting. These are very
inexpensive for something that is said to be 100 million years old.
We also have some other beautiful shells that aren't drilled that can be used as
pendants or collector's items as specimens. There is an absolutely gorgeous large
shell there for only $99 weighing 96.4cts.
There are other stones with beautiful colours, none better really than the double
sided pinfire reds and greens 57.4cts for only $145. You wouldn't buy a stone like
this on the field in the rough for that money and then you would have to pay to have
it cut, it's a beautiful thing. You could actually cut matching earrings and a ring out
of this stone but it is a pity to ruin it because it is really something special as a shell.
When I said there is nothing better, look at the $158 one that's a nice little fat shell,
double sided, could be split down the middle and have beautiful earrings made
from it.
For those of you who are creative, take a good look at the $62 skinny shell. It is
curved and just fits straight over a finger. It would make a nice ring stone or
pendant. It has a beautiful broad brilliant green flash with a little blues in it, it
weighs 10cts, you are looking at $6/ct, that's ridiculous. It's worth $20/ct of anyone's
money.
Good luck.
First in best dressed again.
Regards
Murray
1.
$23 IMG_3734 Shell Opalised Pendant drilled 35.6cts
2.
$26 IMG_3718 Shell Opalised Pendant pinfire drilled 26.3cts
3.
$30 IMG_3736 Shell Opalised Pendant pinfire drilled 14.26cts
4.
$43 IMG_9819 Shell opalised Pendant drilled side to side
5.
$47 IMG_9843 Shell Opalised Pendant drilled side to side
6.
$55 IMG_3721 Shell Opalised Pendant pinfire drilled 35.3cts
7-8.
$98 IMG_5690 Shell Mussel opalised Pendant Broad Flash huge,
reds greens & gold flashes 52.2cts hole drilled
9.
$65 IMG_3729 Shell Opalised Baby Pendant pinfire drilled 14.05cts
10.
$115 IMG_3761 Shell Opalised Pendant pinfire reds drilled double

sided 25.7cts
11.
$120 IMG_9929 Sea shells (part) Pendants (4) drilled 48.75cts $30
each
12.
$151 IMG_5716 Shell Pendant double sided drilled 18cts
13.
$48 IMG_9891 Shell part - opalised polished pinfire not drilled
22.3cts
14-15.$53 IMG_9869 Full Shell opalised some colour in top not drilled 45.5cts
16-18.$62 IMG_9864 Shell brilliant green, some blues would make a super ring/
pendant not drilled - curve will go naturally over a ring finger 10.4cts
19.
$67 IMG_9909 Shell nicely shaped reds & greens pinfire will make a
most different pendant double sided not drilled 29.3cts
20-21.$85 IMG_9866 Shell Crystal polished double sided not drilled 30.9cts
22-23.$98 IMG_9872 Shell Opalised pinfire reds & greens not drilled 28.7cts - gift
24.
$99 IMG_9855 Shell full polished opalised not drilled great shape
nice colour 96.4cts
25.
$109 IMG_9896 Shell almost full - pinfire reds & greens - will make
great pendant/exotic ring not drilled 21.8cts
26.
$115 IMG_9904 Shell Opalised beautiful pinfire colour not drilled
49.7cts
27.
$145 IMG_9884 Full Shell almost, pinfire double sided - one side
pinfire reds & greens not drilled 57.4cts
28-29.$158 IMG_9847 Shell Opalised double sided beautiful pinfire reds & greens
- could cut 1 or 2 earrings 25mm x 15mm x 18mm thick 52.8cts not drilled

1.

$23 IMG_3734 Shell Opalised Pendant drilled 35.6cts

2.

$26 IMG_3718 Shell Opalised Pendant pinfire drilled 26.3cts

3.

$30 IMG_3736 Shell Opalised Pendant pinfire drilled 14.26cts

4.

$43 IMG_9819 Shell opalised Pendant drilled side to side

5.

$47 IMG_9843 Shell Opalised Pendant drilled side to side (front)

6.

$55 IMG_3721 Shell Opalised Pendant pinfire drilled 35.3cts

7.
$98 IMG_5690 Shell Mussel opalised Broad Flash huge, reds greens
& gold flashes 52.2cts hole drilled

8.
$98 IMG_5692 Shell Mussel opalised Broad Flash huge, reds greens
& gold flashes 52.2cts hole drilled

9.

$65 IMG_3729 Shell Opalised Baby Pendant pinfire drilled 14.05cts

10.
$115 IMG_3761 Shell Opalised Pendant pinfire reds drilled double
sided 25.7cts

11.

$120 IMG_9929 Sea shells (part) (4) drilled 48.75cts $30 each

12.

$151 IMG_5716 Shell double sided drilled 18cts

13.
22.3cts

$48 IMG_9891 Shell part - opalised polished pinfire not drilled

14.
45.5cts

$53 IMG_9869 Full Shell opalised some colour in top not drilled

15.
45.5cts

$53 IMG_9871 Full Shell opalised some colour in top not drilled

16.
$62 IMG_9864 Shell brilliant green, some blues would make a super
ring/pendant not drilled - curve will go naturally over a ring finger 10.4cts

17.
$62 IMG_9914 Shell brilliant green, some blues would make a super
ring/pendant not drilled - curve will go naturally over a ring finger 10.4cts

18.
$62 IMG_9918 Shell brilliant green, some blues would make a super
ring/pendant not drilled - curve will go naturally over a ring finger 10.4cts

19.
$67 IMG_9909 Shell nicely shaped reds & greens pinfire will make a
most different pendant double sided not drilled 29.3cts

20.

$85 IMG_9866 Shell Crystal polished double sided not drilled 30.9cts

21.

$85 IMG_9867 Shell Crystal polished double sided not drilled 30.9cts

22.
$98 IMG_9872 Shell Opalised pinfire reds & greens not drilled
28.7cts - gift

23.
$98 IMG_9875 Shell Opalised pinfire reds & greens not drilled
28.7cts - gift

24.
$99 IMG_9855 Shell full polished opalised not drilled great shape
nice colour 96.4cts

25.
$109 IMG_9896 Shell almost full - pinfire reds & greens - will make
great pendant/exotic ring not drilled 21.8cts

26.
49.7cts

$115 IMG_9904 Shell Opalised beautiful pinfire colour not drilled

27.
$145 IMG_9884 Full Shell almost, pinfire double sided - one side
pinfire reds & greens not drilled 57.4cts

28.
$158 IMG_9847 Shell Opalised double sided beautiful pinfire reds &
greens - could cut 1 or 2 earrings 25mm x 15mm x 18mm thick 52.8cts not drilled
(side 1)

29.
$158 IMG_9850 Shell Opalised double sided beautiful pinfire reds &
greens not drilled - could cut 1 or 2 earrings 25mm x 15mm x 18mm thick 52.8cts

Kind regards
Murray Willis
Murray@AustralianOpalMines.com
http://www.austopalmines.net.au
Ph 011 -618 -83324049 Fax 011- 618 - 83329631
To UNSUBSCRIBE, send us an email with the subject: UNSUBSCRIBE

